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Navigate your way through 13 of Roxie Munro's amazingly detailed, interconnected mazes -- and

back again! But this is no simple road map; these intricate paintings include many other challenges

along the way, from tracking the family's car on each page to hunting for a hidden alphabet. Also

keep your eyes peeled for school buses, dogwalkers, and more!With over 5 ways to play, get ready

for hours of activities in the car or at home -- you'll see something new every time. Includes 6

punch-out cars to add to the fun.
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Book is great. It has 13 mazes to complete both forward and backward. All are streets on which you

drive paper cars. Each maze is different - city, neighborhood, zoo, golf course, rural, mountains, etc.

Not only do you complete the maze, but you are also challenged to find objects in the maze that

begin with a certain letter, and you are asked to find certain hidden letters on each page, plus more

challenges. My 5 year old son loves to trace through the maze and find the objects (especially the

different cars and trucks). He spends hours with it and hasn't tired of it yet. The mazes are very

detailed and illustrated beautifully.

We have another one of her books, Blimps, which we enjoy. So my son picked this one out at the



library. We had a lot of fun with it. We sat for almost half an hour looking at the pictures. My son had

fun showing me things he found on his own. We went every maze and traced it with out fingers.

Then we had to look for the letters and pictures that he liked. This was very helpful, since he's just

learning his letters.Great book!

My 4 year old son loves mazes and maps, so this book is a real hit with him. We did several other

Roxie Munroe maze books before -all intricately detailed, fun and fascinating - Mazescapes is right

in line with the others and does not disappoint. The illustrations are wonderful, there's so much for

him to look at and discover even after he has completed the maze. Good fun!

My son has spent hours with this book. He loves the intricate drawings and sees something new

everytime he re-visits it. A "must have!"
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